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The fith dimension (5d) is a realm of light that centers in the human heart and is 

resonant with Earth's biological

creatures and plants. For humans, the light's vibrational frequency is called 

Samadhi, the real-izable human experience of communion.

with the divine. According to the Ps, the keepers of 5D are beings from the 

Pleiades, a star system that is located

in the Tuaras constellation, the great bull in the sky. The Pleiadians have been 

the ancestors of many indigenious

clans on Earth for at least 40,

The 

description of this dimension by the Ps, as well as its connection with earth,

 is mind-bloggling. They say a great spiral of stellar light from the pleides 

reaches our sun,  

 and our sun is the eight of the large of the pleiades. The Generator of the spiral 

is Alycone, the central star

 of the Pleiades from Earth's view. Astronomically, this seems bizarre, yet a few 

astronomers and early Greeks described

 this same spiralic geometry of light between

medicine brothers, Hunbatz Men, has written

 about this system, since it is the basic of the long count in the Mayan calender. 

Somehow the Ps. have a great impact on

 Earth via this sytem, as if they slide into our world t

when significant "nows" arrive.
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